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ANNUAL LUNCH 2011
Sunday lunch for London Bus Preservation Trust Museum members,
friends & families.
Date:

Sunday 16 January 2011

Venue:

Inn on the Lake at Silvermere Golf Club. Lakeside
room 1st floor

Time:

12.00 noon, lunch starts at 12.30 p.m.

Cost:

£20 per head
£10 per child under 12

4 course carvery lunch
Selection of cold meats, seafood & salads
Choice of 2 roast meats, roast potatoes & fresh root vegetables
Selection of assorted hot and cold desserts
Fresh coffee & mints
Arrive early if you want to sit with friends/family
there is no seating plan.
Money to be paid by Monday 6 December 2009,
Make cheque payable to: LBPT Ltd.
Contact Debbie Morris to book places, send cheque to:
12 Lawrence Close, Maidenbower, Crawley, West Sussex
RH10 7DR
Telephone number: 01293 886678
Help the funds and bring donations for the raffle
- good way of giving a home to those duplicate Xmas presents !
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PLEASE SUPPORT THE ACQUISITION FUND
Help your museum to fill those important gaps in the London Bus Collection by
subscribing to the Acquisition Fund.
Contribute to the Fund and then, when that elusive RLH or RTW becomes available (or something equally interesting), the Trust will be able to move quickly to
secure it.

SEE ENCLOSED LEAFLETS
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Editorial
Welcome to the edition for winter, which we hope will not be full of discontent and
that summer will make all things glorious with the move. That, of course, is the topic
of the moment and as you will see later in this edition, real steps are being taken to
realise the dream that began so long ago. To pick up on our Chairman’s piece, many
people have contributed to what is now happening and I hope a place can be found in
the new museum to record their contributions and how we came to be there. That is
part of our past and needs to be preserved as much equally as the buses.
Looking forward to future preservation possibilities, I was interested in the unveiling
of the new “Boris-master” at LT Museum’s Acton Depot recently. It rather looked as
if the project has been consigned to the history books before a wheel had been turned.
While the mock up is no-doubt eye-catching, I could almost hear our engineers
commenting on the practicality of all that bonded glass. Especially the view up the
staircase from the offside – short skirts not advisable! Just like the proper RM, I
suspect that this “reincarnation” will go through many changes before we can ride on
one and while they may not catch on outside the capital, I imagine the spins offs will
benefit bus design for some time to come.
As you would imagine, much of this edition is taken up with a record of our final big
public event at the end of October and the developments at Brooklands. The regulars
are there as well, plus an interesting item on a lesser known aspect of London’s bus
operations and a couple of trips down memory lane.
It’s not often that I need to appeal for items, but I would welcome some further
contributions either topical for immediate use or to keep “on the shelf” for a suitable
moment.

Best wishes for the festive season.
Cover Captions - Front - The Goodbye event in full swing.
Inside back cover - STL 2377 in the autumnal surrounds of Redhill Road.
Both Michael H C Baker
Back Cover - The blind on RLH 23 says it all.
Peter Starks

The views expressed in the “Cobham Bus Museum Magazine” are those of
individual contributors. They are not necessarily the views of the
London Bus Preservation Trust Ltd, its Council of Management, Cobham Bus
Museum Ltd, its Directors or the editor.
Photographs and articles in this magazine are copyright and can only be
reproduced with the written consent of the respective authors or owners.
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From the Cab....
I’ve written these short entries for the Magazine for a few (enjoyable) years now and
there is a familiar pattern. Typically, as I write this on a gloomy, foggy November
morning in readiness for the Christmas issue there is a natural tendency to have one eye
on the past year and the other firmly on the New Year ahead. The pattern of “Cobham”
behaviour is very similar year on year too. The Gathering starts the “bus rally season”
in April and this is followed by the usual events and running days during the year. The
AGM (now firmly established in the autumn twilight) signals that the rally season is all
but at an end. The Redhill Road building takes on the dark, damp and, it has to be said,
cold atmosphere that does not offer much comfort to our precious vehicles and the
dedicated volunteers. The warmth of the canteen area has much to commend it (if you
can find a seat).
This year is different. The Redhill Road site has been sold and we are in fact leasing it
back on an interim basis until the new building is ready for occupation. This time next
year the old site will be but a fond memory and we will be in our new building. It has
taken 10 years to reach the point that our colleagues started upon in earnest.
We have held our final event at the Redhill Road site and it was a great success. Many
visitors were drawn, I’m sure, to say farewell to the place that has become and will
continue to be (at the Brooklands site) the home of London buses past and recent.
Record numbers for an autumn event attended and the special EFE model organised by
Richard Jones almost sold out in one day.
I would say that 2010 has been a great year for Cobham and the culmination of many
years of work. I most pay tribute in particular to Roger Stagg for his capacity to find
solutions and ingenuity in resolving building related issues whilst also covering his role
as restoration Trustee and organiser of the “spares sale”. Michael Wickham’s ability to
handle complex documents and challenge the lawyers has been a revelation.
If you were at the AGM you would have seen the work undertaken by David Kinnear
and Tony Lay to show how the new Museum will look. I could judge from the
comments and acknowledgments that the results were well received.
In addition to all these extra activities, John Shirley and his team delivered a very
impressive April gathering and 2011 plans are well in hand at a new location –
Dunsfold Airfield (home of Top Gear).
Paul Morris and his team have kept the growing fleet on the road and Michael Wickham
is launching an acquisition fund to, seemingly make Paul’s job even more challenging.
At the AGM we said our thanks to Tony Lewis who has retired as a Trustee. Tony has
played a major part in the Brooklands move and has generated many thousands of
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pounds for the fund raising effort. We also thanked Steve Hook for his unstinting effort
as Membership Secretary and welcome Debbie Morris into the role.
Our financial controller, Norman Davey, is also retiring from his post and his ability
to rake in money and not pay it out would be the envy of governments worldwide.
Norman’s support to me in particular has been more than I ever could have wished for.
Bernard, our financial Trustee, operates a financial system that would be the envy of
many a company and he will miss Norman’s input.
I make no apologies for mentioning many people at this nostalgic time in Cobham’s
history. Cobham’s very existence is due simply to people past and present. From the
pioneering Allmey family in the early days (and beyond), people like the late Prince
Marshall and in later years the late Bill Cottrell, John Bedford and Peter Plummer have
all ensured that Cobham not only existed but thrived.
2011 will see the culmination of all that work and dedication with a new museum that
will be on the world stage in bus preservation. I also hope that the building will kick
start a new energy that will see some of the vehicles that await restoration ultimately
brought to life. I know that Roger and his team are hard at work at ensuring that RT
2775 and UMP are back on the road soon.
Communication is vital and as a Trustee team we will try and make sure that we keep
members well informed in as we enter this momentous year for Cobham. Dave Jones
keeps the magazine to a high standard and I hope members are impressed with the
Waybill as an informative news item.
It remains for me to wish all members and their family and friends a healthy and
enjoyable 2011.
Peter Duplock

THE LONDON BUS PRESERVATION TRUST LIMITED
Registered Charity No. 1053383
Registered Company No. 1061762
COBHAM BUS MUSEUM LIMITED
Registered Company No. 05903873
The Registered Office of both companies is: Room 6, Tudor Business Centre, Kingswood
Station, Waterhouse Lane., Kingswood, Surrey KT20 6EN
MUSEUM ADDRESS: COBHAM BUS MUSEUM, REDHILL ROAD,
COBHAM, SURREY KT11 1EF Tel: 01932 868665
WEBSITE: http://www/lbpt.org

CONTACTING TRUSTEES, DIRECTORS & OFFICERS
If you wish to write to any of the above persons, please do so c/o the Museum, not at the
registered office. The Museum telephone will be answered on Wednesdays and at weekends, at other times a message may be left.
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Membership Report

Debbie Morris, Membership Manager

Welcome to another report
Again I wish to thank those members who have adopted the Direct Debit method
pf payment when either joining as new members or when renewing their membership, it will save enormously on the manpower hours currently required to
keep track of membership.
Remember to cancel those Standing Orders if you have completed and returned a
Direct Debit form.
Renewal forms, Direct Debit forms, member detail forms can all be downloaded
from the LBPT website.
Those members who joined in Period 2 namely July-Sept should receive their
2011 membership card in this issue of the magazine. If your card is not within the
magazine then please write to me C/o the Museum and I will investigate.
Lastly a warm welcome to the following new members
1577 Peter Gulland
1578 Victor Philbey
1579F Barry Gaskins
1580 Colin Gibson
1581 Brian Bayley
1582 Mark Davis
1583 Matthew Healy
1584 Peter Veares
1585 Andrew Penn
1586 Roy Spurgeon
1587 Patrick Collins
1588 David Paskell
1589F Roger Brown
1590F The Legge family
1591 David Boughton
1592 Roger Wright
Lastly Merry Xmas and Happy New Year to you all
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Restoration Nov 2010

Roger Stagg

Readers will be well aware that my involvement with Brooklands New Museum
leaves little time for writing other reports. A brief update only therefore.
UMP227 marches on under Deputy Project Manager Peter Smith. The last of the
rear window cappings are in place and the seriously corroded rear exit door has
found its way to Ian Barrett for a little TLC. The front panel is now as it was
when it left Park Royal and into primer, did it really look this good? Many trial
fixings of the doors to get the steps correct (the steps were missing when she
entered preservation) together with new wooden closing seals have been made
and fitted sealing to the edges. As I write this Andy Baxter is about to make a
temporary connection to the air system to allow testing of the air door motor.
RT 2775. With Project Manager Nick Abbott finding that a wife and 1.5
children takes a toll upon his spare time whilst holding down a senior employed
position, progress has understandably been slow. Council of Management,
however, having discussed this, have decided to assist in moving this important
vehicle forward by outsourcing much of the remaining work. Our difficulty will
be in continuing the high standard that Nick has set us to follow.
New Brooklands Museum
If you have ever suffered the difficulty of two Solicitors trying to agree when
simply purchasing a house where all the previous documents exist, then imagine
the difficulties of the Sub Committee in getting no less than four different sets
of Solicitors to agree when the Legal documents are wholly new and exclusive
to the job. Despite this causing a delay to the start on site (also caused by a delay
at Elmbridge Planning clearing Reserved Matters), works got finally underway
in mid Oct which saw the site fully fenced and the trees removed. After
installation of a haul road to remove the spoil and the installation of a wheel
washer (seen by many of those who attended the AGM) the spoil started to move
out of the gate on 25th.
Pictures taken by our official photographer, member Peter Zabek, appear
elsewhere. All being well this magazine will reach your doorstep towards the
end of November by which time (UXB’s excluded) the foundations should be in
place. If all goes to plan the building framework should be erected before
Christmas with the roof and sides going into place in early January.
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BROOKLANDS PROGRESS

Peter Zabek is the official recorder of work at the new museum site. The first shot
is from mid October when the site was initially fenced off. Below, vegetation has
been cleared by the end of the month and work is concentrating on levellng the
area.
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BROOKLANDS PROGRESS

By 17th November, a great deal of rublle had been removed rfom the top soil and
was being taken to fillin a hole somewhere. The banking in the background gives
an idea of how the new museum relates to the site in general.
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Spring Gathering 2011

John Shirley, Events Committee Chairman

Before I talk about 2011 I would like to say a special ‘thank you’ to the volunteers
that assisted with the Green Line 80 Road Run in July and the more recent Goodbye
Redhill Road event in October 2010. You will be pleased to know that your efforts
have contributed to a profit for the Trust of over £6,000 for the two events. The
Goodbye event was organised at fairly short notice and I would like to specifically
thank Steve Edmonds for volunteering to act as Event Manager. All the Trust’s
events rely on the support, co-operation and goodwill of the members/volunteers
and it’s good to know that my team and I can rely on the continued support of those
hard-core 150+ members who regularly assist us. If you’re new to Cobham Bus
Museum and want to get involved - you will be very welcome - see below.
Next year’s Spring Gathering will take place on Sunday 10 April 2011 at Dunsfold
Aerodrome (near Cranleigh, south of Guildford), Surrey, GU6 8TB. This site is a
working airfield licensed for private aircraft movements. It is home to a Boeing 747
and several other interesting aircraft and vehicles. During the week the site is used
by a variety of organisations for vehicle testing and training exercises as well as
being the location that BBC Top Gear uses for filming. For Top Gear fans, I am told
that the Stig has expressed an interest in coming along to our Spring Gathering!
The theme for the event will be “RF60”, celebrating 60 years since the first RF type
bus entered LT service. So as not to disappoint, I will not go into the new attractions
that are being sought for this event as none are yet confirmed. Members can
however rest assured that some very interesting ideas are being looked at, as well as
the usual attractions that include regular bus rides, an internal site bus service, a
horse bus operation, a variety of other displays and a massive market place area.
It is unlikely that we will have moved into our new home on the Brooklands site
before April 2011. Therefore all the event’s activities will be centred around
Dunsfold Aerodrome with a regular bus service linking the site with Guildford
Station. Neither Redhill Road nor any other Trust site will be open during this event.
As usual we will need over 100 volunteer staff on event day. For staffing purposes
the event will be divided into three sectors: (1) Entrance Compound - where all
vehicles and pedestrians will enter and purchase tickets; (2) Bus Operations and
Displays - comprising drivers, conductors, queue marshals, bus parking assistants,
etc.; and (3) Market Place and Central Arena - comprising the main car park and
fixed marshal posts. All volunteers will receive the usual benefits that include: free
admission, a £5 refreshment voucher and priority reservation of the specially
commissioned model for the event.
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We will also need help with setting-up the site on the Saturday before the event.
Given the nature of the site I feel that it will be much easier to set-up than Wisley
because most things are already in place. However, as the site is an operational
airfield we will not be able to set-up barriers or cones until the Saturday late
afternoon. Logistically this may mean that a group of volunteers will be asked to go
to Redhill Road in the morning and then travel to Dunsfold on one of our buses in
the afternoon.

Do you own a Van or Trailer?
The Trust will need to hire two trailers and two vans for Spring Gathering which
will amount to a considerable expense. If you own or have access to a van or trailer
and you are willing to use it on Spring Gathering weekend, please call me on the
number below. There will be extra benefits for anyone who can save the Trust money!
So, don’t delay! Please complete the enclosed VOLUNTEER CARD and sent it
off today. If you have any questions or would like to comment on any aspect of the
Trust’s events, you can contact me by writing to the museum address or by email:
john.shir@yahoo.co.uk. Alternatively you can call my mobile any morning: 07801
142222. I look forward to working with you in 2011.

PLEASE SUPPORT THE COBHAM
FUNDRAISERS
BY DONATING YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSPORT ITEMS
We want your enamel signs and plates, badges, destination blinds, ticket
machines, maps, timetables, books, slides and photos, EFE/Corgi models and
other ephemera - preferably London Transport.
We can turn that into cash and all the money raised is put directly into Museum
funds.
IF YOU'RE REDUCING YOUR COLLECTION, HELP YOUR MUSEUM BY
CONTACTING:
Melvin Phillips on 01342 315177 or melvinphillips@btinternet.com
or
Bob Bailey on 01483 824006 or bailey.bunch16@ntlworld.com
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Goodbye Redhill Road

Dave Jones

Not quite the last event at Redhill Road, as that distinction goes to the parts sale late
in November, but significant nonetheless. Arriving just after 10, I was surprised to
have to park at the cottages just before the old A3 slip road as there was no space
nearer the museum, fortunately I was able to get a lift to the museum on STL 2377.
Even at that comparatively early hour, the place was heaving, not looking too
different to a Spring Gathering event. The garage was lined with familiar sales
stands and in the yard buses were laid out, with an empty space into which guest
vehicles were parked throughout the day, adding variety to the line-up. All this was
captured digitally by Peter Zabek, who seemed to spend much of the day perched
on a ladder. At the bottom of the stairs, Michael Wickham was meeting and
greeting members old and new. Richard Jones and his crew were staffing the shop
and Melvin Phillips and Bob Bailey were selling all manner of donated items –
even I bought a bit of old Romford. In the canteen, Colin Curtis was holding court,
and despite the potential for melancholy, there was much light hearted banter.
Elsewhere, other stalwarts were shepherding, guiding and organising.
I only managed to get to Stoke d’Abernon late in the day, but found a reasonable
selection of buses on display. As they departed one by one, so I took my leave on
STL 2377 again and after another look round the stalls made may way home.
Thirty years ago I’d have been in the thick of the organisation of the event, but
times change and it can no longer be so.
Looking back, there did seem to be an atmosphere of finality, even the sky was sad,
rain descending tear-like for much of the morning. The event was very well
organised and those responsible are due hearty congratulations and a rest before the
challenges of Dunsfold and Brooklands arise. There is no doubt many will miss
the old shed and as the sun sets on Redhill Road the hope that springs from a new
dawn at Brooklands keeps our enthusiasm alive.

GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD
THE PAINTING
We are sorry that the painting was not on show on 31 October and that orders could not
yet be taken for the limited-edition prints. The delay is due to production difficulties.
The painting will now be unveiled at the Spring Gathering at Dunsfold on Sunday 3 April
2011. Further details will be given in the next edition of the Magazine.
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GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD 31st OCTOBER

STL 441 sheds a few tears while Peter Zabek captures it all on the modern
equivalent of film. The space occupied by RM 1368 was host to a number of
vehicles during the day.
All Dave Jones
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GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD 31st OCTOBER

The now familiar entrance to the musuem was once part of the one way system for
stall-holders. Away from it all, Colin Curtis relaxes in the canteen.
Both - Michael H C Baker
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GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD 31st OCTOBER

Some of the large collection of signs accumulated over the years. The new musuem
will have lots of wall space to fill. From the yard end, the musuem looks large, but
the reality is different, with tight parking required at times.
Both Dave Jones
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GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD 31st OCTOBER

The interior during one of its less busy moments and below, the guest spot is
occupied by former resident T 792, which has similar bodywork to TD 95.
Both - Peter Zabek
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GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD 31st OCTOBER

Two more shots of guest vehicles, takne when Peter Z had come down from his
ladder. Hopefully the new museum will allow plenty of scope for his talents.
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GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD 31st OCTOBER

Outside, the autumn leaves were falling, adding the to melancholy of the day. RT
3491 and another one-time resident RF 600 pass on the shuttle service. Newly
acquired RP 90 heads along Redhill after turning.
Both Michael H C Baker
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GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD 31st OCTOBER

Cobham’s bus services never lack variety, here is Alder Valley No 251,
representing the 1970s. Representing the “noughties” is Epsom Coaches Quality
Line SD 39.
Both Dave Humphries
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GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD 31st OCTOBER

At Stoke d’Abernon could be found a selectoin of non-London vehicles such as this
1976 Duple bodied Leyland Leopard of Guildford company Safeguard and this
1974 Plaxton bodies Bedford YRQ.
Both Peter Starks
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GOODBYE REDHILL ROAD 31st OCTOBER

You just have to have a line up of RM and RT types at Cobham events, so here it
is, with Merseybus T122 thrown in for good measure Contrasting front ends
through the lens of Peter Starks. who also caught the line-up.
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UMP 227 : Obtaining Saloon Light Diffusers

Peter Smith

When UMP 227 (the prototype Regal IV) arrived at Cobham for continued
restoration, it came with 15 saloon light fittings, but no shades (or diffusers).
From the fitting we knew the required size and shape of the base, but we only
had internal photos to give us any idea of the exact style of the whole diffuser.
The body of UMP 227 was completed by Park Royal Vehicles in 1949 and, as
a prototype, was likely to have used a fitting from their stock, which may have
been used in other Park Royal bodies of that date. After observations at rallies
and in books, no identical fitting was found. Enquiries were made at various
rallies’ sales stalls, but again nothing was found. It became obvious to me that
if we wished to fit the correct style of diffuser, it would have to be custom made,
so with the agreement of the project team I set about the task.
Having a close-up photo of the underside of the luggage racks of UMP, which
showed the saloon lighting clearly and knowing the size of the base, I was able
to scale off some dimensions from the photo, which was a start for a design.
The original was almost certainly made from glass, but a response from another
vehicle restorer stated that blowing similar items in glass required making a
graphite mould which had cost £700 in 1994, so for 15 units, glass seemed
un-economic. Alternatives were Acrylic, ABS or Polycarbonate all of which
can be moulded. Investigations showed polycarbonate to be preferred (it is used
for car rear-light/indicator covers), it is rigid, can be pressure formed, can be
produced in an opal (pearl) colour and will not discolour under UV light.
From my drawings, I made a full-sized solid wooden pattern of the diffuser.
This started as a large block of
wood, which was machined to
the basic size, with smaller
shaped pieces glued on at the
ends to create the required
overall style, with all sharp
edges removed (see attached
photo).
I realised that the
manufacture would involve
either pressure or vacuum
forming of the plastic, so
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perpendicular edges had to be avoided, otherwise the item would not eject from
the mould. A few minor adjustments to the overall shape were required, to
permit manufacture (think of the everyday margarine carton: basically a slightly
tapered box which is vacuum formed by sucking the hot plastic into a mould and
when cooled is then ejected). When attached to the base, the pattern looked
about right against the photo, so the go ahead was given to find a manufacturer.
Discussions with a moulding company in High Wycombe led to a quotation for
vacuum forming in 3mm opal polycarbonate, which would be rigid enough for
our requirements and permit accurate moulding of the overall shape. They used
my wooden pattern to make the mould, which saved time and money (the
tooling charge was £430). Otherwise they would have produced a design from
our drawing/specification and, using computer-aided design and manufacture,
would have made a pattern from which to make their mould. The order was
placed, a sample received and put on test with a 20 watt lamp for 10 hours (with
no problems) and 20 diffusers were delivered within a month.
The diffusers are fitted to the lamp housings with small plates, bolted onto
threaded studs. Tony Lewis kindly made the 30 small plates for us, I found a
supplier of chrome-plated 2BA nuts in Hove, Sussex and the finished articles
are now installed in UMP 227. Thanks to Dave Kriesler, they were illuminated
with 24 volts at the Farewell Redhill Road event .
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Letter Received
From Charles Brandon
It was interesting to read the brief résumé regarding the STL Lowbridge bus
design and to see the illustration of the bus model.
As a schoolboy, I spent part of the summer holidays in Bromley, therefore,
route 410 was well known to me.
The two Country Area buses mentioned were DYL901 and EG0343. The
height difference was very noticeable when alongside an RT.
Judging by the registration numbers, the new Lowbridge bodies must have
been fitted to earlier STL chassis and inherited the original STL reference
numbers. The colour illustration seems to be a standard STL model with the
mid height band altered to a Lowbridge alignment. The middle section
between upper and lower decks on the Lowbridge STL's was rather
narrower than on the standard body.
On delving into Ken Blacker’s STL book, the registrations refer to STLs
2273 and 2292 the chassis and fleet numbers of which would have dated
from 1937 and had pre-select transmission. They would originally have
carried Chiswick-built STL 14 bodies. The wartime situation led to the
allocation of 34 “unfrozen” Regent chassis to deal with shortages, intended
to be fitted with 34 new bodies, 20 of which would be low height. In the
event the chassis arrived before Chiswick could build the bodies and 18
were fitted with float bodies, the remainder receiving new ones. This left a
number of bodies without chassis and the STL 19 bodies were eventually
placed on preselector chassis as they came off overhaul.
The model shown does capture the real thing very well, and although the
bodies were very utilitarian, no doubt Chiswick used as many standard
parts as was possible. The height reduction appears to have been achieved
by removing the bodywork above the lower deck windows and dropping a
standard upper deck on with an offside gangway. I doubt the reality was
that simple! Dave Jones
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The Central Distribution Service of London Transport – 1956 to 1960
Peter Rothschild
When I was appointed as Superintendent of the London Transport Central
Distribution Service (CDS) in 1956, it comprised some 500 miscellaneous
vehicles, classified in three groups. The first group were vehicles so specialised
that they could not possibly be used for any other purpose than that for which they
were designed, such as tower wagons used to repair overhead cables. These,
although under my control for technical reasons, were staffed and operated entirely
by the departments which used them. They were even painted in a colour different
from the pale green which was the ‘uniform’ of the main fleet.
The second category were vehicles adapted for special purposes, but which could
be used for general haulage (or, as in the case of four gully-emptiers, by different
departments). These were generally staffed by men under my control, but
permanently allocated to a specific part of London Transport, such as the
permanent way department of the Underground. The third, and largest group, were
general haulage vehicles, capable of carrying loads of any sort. They were entirely
under my control. The number of staff under my direct control was about 250.
Most of the staff were ex-bus drivers who preferred the less directly controlled life
of a lorry driver who, once he has left his depot, is in independent charge of what
he does, to that of a bus driver working to a strict system. Their average age
therefore, was relatively high and the turnover, due to retirement, correspondingly
high. This was the first advantage which I used in what was to come.
Moreover, many of the vehicles themselves were converted bus chassis, the work
being carried out by a special section of Chiswick Works, housed along the road
at what had been a tram depot. These were real ‘heavyweights’ and, according to
the then law, cost a lot of money in taxation revenue. Not only that, they tended to
be very heavy on fuel consumption. That was my second advantage.
My third advantage lay in the way my predecessor had run the service. He was an
engineer. and indeed, returned to the engineering department to continue a highly
successful career there. Engineers follow a particular course; ‘Fit and forget’. If
you can devise a mechanism (or therefore, a system of operation), which is running
without problems and does not require any adjustment, or expensive maintenance,
leave well alone. As a bus operator (and certainly no engineer) this was anathema
to me. I would want to inspect the system continually, to find out whether
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circumstances (in operator’s experience – loadings of passengers) had changed and
things needed to alter in consequence.
Another advantage was that, in addition to an excellent deputy, Douglas Silbery,
who was an engineer, to look after the bits which I could not understand, I had an
excellent office staff, headed by a chief clerk, Charles Coleshill, who was
eventually to succeed me as Superintendent. Furthermore, I had bosses, in
succession Mr. Eric Ottaway and Mr. Alan Shave, who were prepared to trust me
and ‘gave me my head’. On the one occasion in those four years when I did get
myself into a bit of a dispute with my drivers, Eric Ottaway taught me a lesson
which I never forgot: “Never bring me a dispute which you know I cannot win”.
The first thing I tackled was the rolling stock. To re-paint one of those bus chassis
cost a fortune in itself. Due to their heavy tare weight, they were restricted to a
payload of seven tons. As they became due for overhaul, I replaced them with Ford
7 ton vehicles which were supplied with stove enamelled cabs, far more
serviceable and lasting than paint on its own. The Ford Motor Company, in
keeping with the spirit of its founder let us have any colour we wanted, so long as
it was grey, causing much grief to the purists and ‘bus spotters’ (something which
haunts me to this day, some 50 years later). But what I did, led to the closure of
Chiswick Tram Depot as an overhaul workshop, and London Transport’s finances
will have received a significant improvement through this.
At the same time, I turned my attention to the conditions under which some of the
men who rode on our vehicles worked. 50 years later, it seems incredible that
gangs of men, going to their work on such projects as permanent way replacement
on the Underground, had to travel to and from their destinations, sitting on the back
of an open lorry, without any protection against the elements. At small extra cost,
many of the vehicles replacing the old fleet, were fitted with crew cabs, thus
enabling up to five men, in addition to the driver, to be carried in some degree of
comfort.
One feature of the excellent administration of Charles Coleshill and his staff, was
that we had a precise record of each and every movement carried out by the fleet
in 1955. This led to the third improvement, in that I devised a map of the London
Transport area, divided into squares, on which we plotted every movement, with
one as moved by a Castle in chess, worth two points and one as a Bishop, three
points.
So we had a precise record of the work being done by the service in one year, or if
divided by 52, in one week. This was a time when unions played a much more
significant role in operations than some of them do now. I maintained close
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relations, not only with the shop stewards, but also with the Trade Union Officers
who, since the CDS was a small separate unit, outside the aegis of the large bus
and railway divisions, were in every case, rather senior figures within the
T&GWU, NUR and TSSA.
Thus, when I proposed a bonus scheme, I was not laughed out of court by the staff
or the Unions. We then set about applying the ‘Chess moves’ to current practice.
Here I had a stroke of luck. At this time, London Transport were constructing a
number of car parks at their outlying stations on the eastern extension of the
Central Line. One of these was at Epping, where large quantities of earth had to be
moved. This entailed CDS tipper lorries travelling between the station and a dump
several miles away. Under previous arrangements, there would have been three of
four tippers, each with a driver, lined up.
I persuaded the drivers that we should site three tippers at the station, but with only
one driver, alternating from one vehicle to another, as it became loaded. The result
was that, under the bonus scheme, each and every driver in the CDS received an
extra £1 in their weeks wages (remember, this was 1957). Needless to say, the
overall saving in staff costs meant that London Transport also got more than its
‘pound of flesh’. Of course, the results were not as startling every week, because
there was not an ‘Epping Station Car Park’ every week, but the drivers ‘got the bit
between their teeth’ and we were on our way.
The scheme was much derided by professional bonus scheme experts, but
apparently it lasted for over 30 years. Now one of my other advantages came into
play. We never had to sack anyone, wastage due to retirement played its part and,
from a start of 250 drivers, a total of 160 were doing the same amount of work
when I was transferred back into the bus operating department. Probably the piece
of paper which I value more than any other, connected with my nearly 50 years of
paid employment in the transport industry, is the letter of thanks, written to me by
a senior officer of the T&GWU, on my leaving the CDS after my 4 years as its
Superintendent.
Apart from the drivers, who received their well earned bonus payments, and
London Transport, who thus saved, what in today’s values would be millions of
Pounds, what reward did those who administered the CDS in those years receive?
Charles Coleshill deservedly, was promoted to the Superintendent’s position. In
my case, at the age of 35, in the Central Bus organisation of some 30,000
employees, there were only three jobs to which I could have been promoted. It was
made clear to me that I would have to wait for many years for this, so with much
regret, I left London Transport.
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John Lines has kindly supplied the photos on these pages fro his collection showing
the old and new order for CDS. Above is former T175 as service vehicle 442W and
below is XXN 132 as 1131F.
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Tree lopping now rests with the 33 London boroughs whose performance is
variable. Former STL 1512 gained a reprieve from the breakers at the cost of its
top deck to take on a new role as a tree lopper. The replacement 1245F was far
less interesting then, but would be now.
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While we’re on the subject of service vehicles, one that survived is Ian Barrett’s
ex STL 169 caught here at Willesden garage on 9th October recreating scenes
from its past. Buses visible ar RM 158, RT 1702 and 4421.
Both - Peter Zabek.
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When the heavy gang was needed, AEC Militant 1457 MR, came to the rescue. In
this case it’s LS 444 that was in need of help. Taken at Cricklewood garage on 1st
December 1981. A few days later on 7th January, 1939 F came past with fire
damaged BL 15.
Both - Dave Jones
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Book Review

Dave Jones

The London LT by Ken Blacker, Capital Transport, £25
In keeping with the previous detailed class studies by the two Kens, Blacker and
Glazier, this book does not disappoint. It is to the usual 28 x 21 cm hardback
format, 185 pages, copiously illustrated with photographs from official and other
sources, some of whom are less well known. As the series of books goes further
back in time so research becomes more difficult, but as usual, no folder has been
left unopened and every possible detail has been teased out and written up in Ken’s
very readable style. The text follows the story of the LT type in both single and
double deck forms from its origins to its demise and it soon becomes apparent how
much influence the Metropolitan Police’s Public Carriage Office had on bus design
in London. The book closes with accounts of LTs in post LT service and it is a
shame that so few are still around, as examples survived until the early days of
preservation. Chapters are in logical and easily digested portions and the photos
are generously captioned. This is not a book to read once, as the photos merit a
look at any time, just to soak up the atmosphere. Around just in time for Christmas,
this is a worthy addition to any bus enthusiast’s collection.

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED FOR THE FUNDRAISING TEAM
The Museum relies for its continued existence on the fundraising efforts of its Members.
More help is now needed in two areas:
A person to run a Prize Draw (100 Club). This role can mostly be undertaken from home
although the ability to arrange and attend the quarterly draws is important. It requires
good organisation skills and an application to detail. Estimated time required: up to 10
hours per month. A rewarding role which could make a substantial contribution to
funds. Most of the background work has already been undertaken and a full briefing will
be given.
One or more persons to join the “Donated Items” team which collects, sorts, prices and
sells the collectable material which is donated to the Museum for fundraising purposes.
Already a successful venture, this has considerable growth potential. The role
necessitates fairly regular attendance at the museum, say monthly on average.
If you could potentially take on one of the above roles and would like to discuss further,
please call or email Michael Wickham on 01883 723313 or fundraisers@lbpt.org
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Arriving just too
late
for
the
previous issue,
Peter
Zabek
caught
these
shots at Hendon
RAF Museum on
29th
August
during a break in
the rain., with a
Spitfire overhead.
STL 441 lines up
with RTs 1, 8 and
113, while the
skills of flying
and bus driving
are discussed by
RT 8’s driver and
two of “the Few”.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST
Colin Lawrence sent in some
photos he took on a visit to
Aldenham on 17th May
1979. These two show RMs
in the paint shop which was
a
triumph
of
mass
production. In the BTF film
“Overhaul” it was reprted
as being only necessary to
provide
safe
and
comfortable conditions for
the workers in order to
produce a good, consistent
result. The fact that these
spray booths lasted so long
was proof that that was a
wise point of view.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

Aldenham’s unique feature was the “standings” where body overhaul took place.
There was another line opposite. New Metrobuses and an LS awaiting entry to
service when white tops gave way to red.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

1979 was an interesting year for enthusiasts as LT celebrated “Omnibus 150” . Not
seen for a while now, T 448c was quite active back then, as was RF 10. Both are under
restoration and should be out before Omnibus 200! (c)Paul Winter via Chris Stanley.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

Restored for the end of RT operation on 7th April, RT 1 was present at Battersea Park
a few days later on 15th. In June 1978 it was still 1037J at West Ham garage.
Its next restoration took much longer. (c)Paul Winter via Chris Stanley.
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London’s Buses in Miniature

Alan Purssey

TRYSTCO AEC SWIFT
John Booth is
better known for
his model reviews
in the Model Bus
Journal,
he
launched TrystCo
two years ago with
a line of transfers
for resin models
and
has
now
ventured
into
producing his own
models.
This is his second model, the AEC Swift. Between January and April 1972 21
AEC Swifts were diverted from South Wales transport. They were fitted with
Alexander DP43 F Bodywork and painted in a dark green with a light green band
they were numbered SMA 1-21 entering service on route 725 which they mainly
served.
The model comes in the usual stout box with a colour illustration on the cover
depicting the coach in the early two tones green. Don Middleton who made the
master has paid particular attention to the front grill assembly which certainly
makes the model. The chassis unit contains the plush seating which is visible
through the panoramic windows and only needs the steering wheel to complete the
interior. The model contains moulded front and rear screens, plus a glazing sheet
for the side windows. It has been designed so that the glazing can be fitted
separately in each window if cut just oversize and then placed in the recess for a
flush appearance. This may seem fiddly but is well worth the effort. The model has
been made in two main parts only, the chassis and the body and as such is an easy
model to assemble.
Transfers available for the destination screen together with registration plates are
available from John Booth £2.00 plus A4 sae. For routes:
725 Gravesend, Dartford, or Windsor,
750 Crawley or Croydon,
760 EXPRESS Crawley or Croydon.
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Fleet transfers are available from M.B.C it is advisable if you are painting your
model in the early green colour to use two fleet name transfers as they are not
dense enough over the pale green band. I have finished my model in the later
livery of white and green used by the N.B.C.
Price is £35.00 plus £2.50 for postage.
BUS FRONTS
If you scratch build or kit bash then you will be aware that one of the most
difficult parts to make is the front nearside mudguards. The Little Bus Company
produce several sets in resin for just this purpose, the item consists of the front
section encompassing the cab with drivers seat bonnet and both wings, in effect
the whole section forward of the front bullhead, but does not include the
radiator. Sets in the range are AEC Regent 111, Leyland PS1, Leyland TD7, and
Guy Arab IV tin front, Guy Arab 1, Daimler CWA6/CWG5 for the price of
£5.00 plus post and packing £1.50
PROPOSED MODELS L.B.C. 2011/12
Among the new future releases announced by Tony are a Massey bodied
Leyland PD3 ordered for Southend Corporation. These were to find their way
to London and ran on routes 68 and 190 in 1972 can be pre- ordered now kit no.
MAS4
DUPA Leyland Tiger PSI- Duple A coach, very popular with coach operators in
the 1950s period.
HAR48 AEC Regal III Harrington coach 1948 another very stylish coach
operated by (M&D)
One of the re-issue models proposed soon is the LT Trolleybus L3 class which
has been requested so if anyone missed out the first time you can get your order
in now!
GY GREYS GARAGE
This is the latest from John Howe. Greys garage was opened in Hogg lane in
1935 the kit portrays the north end of the garage with the offices on the opposite
side of the running out road. The frontage is 18”deep and the price is £14.00
EG EAST GRINSTEAD
Formally another East Surrey garage opened in 1925 was finally closed in 1981
the model is 16” in width and 6.5 in depth.
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SCALESCENE
John Wiffing has released a parade of low relief shops. The model consists of 8
different frontages, 11 different shop fronts, with full interior details. It also
contains 38 business signs, both historic and modern, with five different shop signs
whereby you can print your own choice of name. The price is £5.99 and can be
downloaded from his web-site scalesceene.com. Coming soon, a low relief cinema
and store.
RTC MODELS
David Eden has slowed down on the bus front as he has been concentrating on
accessories for the London underground modellers. In the summer magazine issue
67 I previewed his new hump style bus stops. They have by request been added to
by three more:
BS1 Bus stops 1 hump style central plus 1 hump style greenline with transfers
£1.95
BS 1 Bus stop 2 hump styles central with transfers
£1.95
BS14 Bus stop 2 hump style coach stops with transfers
£1.95
BS15 Bus stops 2hump style greenline with transfers
£1.95
UNDERGROUND ITEMS
BS2 Electric boxes 1 tall 1 short
Bs3 Ballast bins x 2
BS4 T shape advertising board
BS6 seat with roundel
BS7 Roundel on stand pack of 3
BS8 Roundel old style pack of 5
BS9 Roundel new style pack of 5
BS10 Electric round top x 2
BS11 Electric box square top x 2
BS12 Line box+ lie box with telephone.
Post and packing 40p. To RTC models. 24,
Middlesex. HA1 2RZ.

£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
Rosslyn Crescent, Harrow,

GRAHAME LOCKYER
Earlier this year I featured some models from Geoff Lemon. Another Cobham
member is Grahame Lockyer who has been building models from scratch in card;
they are not only highly detailed but superbly painted. Graham is an inspiration to
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me on how to present a finished model. The STL and LT featured in the picture are
two of his earlier models. If you have purchased any scale drawings from Derek
Fisk then you would have seen in the range a number of drawings by Grahame who
also includes livery details which is a another help to the modeller.
In the last magazine I asked for ideas for future models I have had many and some
surprising ideas which I have passed on to Tony Asquith L.B.C. and Andrew
Goodwin of Paragon kits. On behalf of them and myself, thank you for your ideas.

ITEMS FOR THE MAGAZINE
Contributions in the way of photographs or articles are always welcome. Please
send them to:
David Jones
3 Epping Close, Romford, Essex RM7 8BH
or e-mail to NEW ADDRESS: magazine@lbpt.org
Text in Word, or any .doc format or typed,
pictures in jpeg (min 512Mb), slide or print.
Please send pictures separate from text, as they don’t reproduce well if copied from
a Word Document.
Slides or prints will be returned.
Please ensure your name and contact details are on each item.

NEXT COPY DATE
WEDNESDAY 10 February 2011
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The London Bus Preservation Trust, which runs Cobham London Bus Museum,
receives no statutory or official funding and we rely for funding entirely on the support
of our Members, volunteers, visitors and supporters.
As a Registered Charity, the Trust pays no inheritance tax (under current rules) on
legacies it receives. By making a Bequest to the Trust, you can help us to preserve
London's Bus Heritage for future generations. You can leave to the Trust either a
specific sum of money or a proportion of your estate or your collection of transport
items. We recommend that you consult an expert before drawing up your will but
suggest the following wordings for you to consider:
- I give the whole (or a percentage share) of the residue of my estate to the London
Bus Preservation Trust, Registered Charity No. 1053383 to be used for its general
charitable purposes.
- I give free of tax the sum of £________ (in figures and words) to the London Bus
Preservation Trust, Registered Charity No. 1053383 to be used for its general
charitable purposes.
- I give my collection of transport memorabilia and ephemera to the London
Bus Preservation Trust, Registered Charity No. 1053383, to be retained or
disposed of at the discretion of its trustees in furtherance of the Charity's general
objectives .
Please remember us in your will and help to secure the long-term future of
London's Bus Heritage.

If you do your tax return by Self Assessment and find that you are due a rebate, you
can donate all or part of this to the Trust in one easy step. HM Revenue & Customs
does all the work - they send us the money direct and even add 25p (28p until 2011)
for each £1 that you donate.
Simply decide how much of your rebate you wish to give to Cobham, nominate The
London Bus Preservation Trust in the relevant box and quote our code of HAT33TG. The
system will then do the rest automatically and you can be satisfied that your donation
will come direct to the Museum and help us to keep London's Bus Heritage alive.
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ODDMENTS CORNER

Derek Sivyer captured RM 626 on 13th August 2009 on sightseeing service in
Helsinki, one of their other buses was featured last issue. The buses are owned by
London Bus Transport.
Taken recently in Lausanne, Switzerland, it appears to show the remains of
RM1173
which
is
officially
recorded as
having been
scrapped in
1982. Has it
since
been
recycled?
Micheal
Wickham
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A LAST LOOK BACK
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